Effects of training volume on lower-body muscle strength in untrained young men: a contralateral control study
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Abstract — Aims: The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of training volume (1 vs. 3 sets) on lower-body muscle strength in untrained young men. Methods: Eighteen untrained young men were recruited and their legs were trained with 1 or 3 sets (in a contralateral design) for 6 weeks, using a knee extension machine. Isokinetic peak torque and one repetition maximum (1RM) were assessed at pre- and post-training. Results: There was a similar improvement in the 1RM strength (1SET: +14.8% vs. 3SET: 16.3%, P > 0.05) and peak torque (1SET: +8.1% vs. 3SET: 9.3%, P > 0.05) for both conditions from pre- to post-training. The effect size (ES) for the change in 1RM was moderate for both conditions (1SET: 1.39 vs. 3SET: 1.41), and peak torque was trivial and small for 1SET (0.47) and 3SET (0.55), respectively. Additionally, there were no significant (P > 0.05) differences in the dietary intakes from pre- to post-training. Conclusions: Our results indicate that 1 set is as effective as 3 sets for increasing lower-body muscle strength after a short-term RT period (6 weeks) in untrained young men.
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Introduction

Resistance training (RT) has been recognized as an effective intervention for improving skeletal muscle strength and overall healthy¹. The primary aim of strength gains optimization research has been to understand how the manipulation of the training variables, mainly intensity and volume, can affect the strength development. Training intensity refers to the amount of effort that an individual exerts during a given exercise, and it can be manipulated by rest interval, time under tension, and external load. RT-related training intensity is generally presented as a weight/load based on (1) the percentage of one repetition maximum (1RM) (e.g., 80% of 1RM), (2) a targeted repetition number (e.g., 10 repetitions), or (3) a specific repetitions zone (e.g., 8-12 repetitions)¹. Training volume refers to the total number of repetitions performed in each exercise (e.g., 3 sets of 12 repetition; total: 36 repetitions) or during an entire training session (e.g., total repetitions x load)¹,².

Several previous studies with previously untrained young individuals have compared the effects of low- and high-volume training (single vs. multiple sets), indicating that high-volume training results in greater gains in strength than low-volume training³⁻⁵. In contrast, other studies have not found any differences on strength gains between low- and high-volume training⁶⁻⁸. These inconsistencies may be associated with the studied muscle groups because different strength gains have been observed in lower- and upper-body muscles in response to training volume⁵,⁹,¹⁰. In a specific analysis for lower-body muscles (e.g., knee extensor muscles), some studies have reported greater strength gains with high-volume training than low-volume (3 sets vs.1 set)³⁻⁵,¹¹, whereas others reported similar results⁶⁻⁸,¹²⁻¹⁴. Therefore, there is a still controversy as to whether multiple sets protocols are more effective than single set protocols for increasing lower-body muscle strength.

This discrepancy may be due to the large difference in study designs (e.g., number and type of exercises, intensity and frequency of training, resting periods between sets and exercises, and washout period) and studied populations (e.g., trained or untrained, and young or old). Moreover, the majority of previous studies have used different groups of subjects to compare the effects of training volume on muscle strength. However, this type of methodological approach does not provide sufficient control over differences and individual behaviors (e.g., genetic, food intake, motivation, training level, and life style) during the intervention period, and may therefore influence the result of the study. Therefore, further studies using well-controlled designs that consider individual variability could bring new insights into the question of training volume on muscle strength.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of training volume on muscular strength in previously untrained
young men. We used a contralateral control design to compare the effects of 1 or 3 set of RT on lower-body muscular strength. With this experimental design both legs of the same individual are used to perform different exercise interventions (1 or 3 sets), eliminating any confounding factors associated with inter-subject variability (e.g., genetic, food intake, motivation, training level, and life style). We hypothesized that low-volume training (1 set) would be as effective as high-volume training (3 sets) to promote increase in lower-body muscle strength in untrained young men.

Methods

Experimental approach

A contralateral control design was used to examine the effects of training volume (1 vs. 3 set) on lower-body muscular strength in previously untrained young men (Fig. 1). With this experimental approach both legs of the same individual were randomly assigned to train with 1 or 3 sets, eliminating any confounding factors associated with inter-subject variability. All subjects performed unilateral 1RM (see maximal isoinertial strength measurement) and isokinetic strength (see isokinetic strength measurement) tests on 2 separate occasions [before (M1) and after (M2) a 6-week RT program] following a 2-week familiarization period (6 non-consecutive sessions) with the unilateral knee extension exercise and 1RM tests to minimize potential learning effects (Fig. 1). The training period was set at 6 weeks because it has been shown to be sufficient to promote significant increase in muscle strength in young subjects. In order to monitor any influence of diet on strength, the subjects completed 3-day dietary intake records (see nutrient intake) before (M1) and after (M2) the intervention period.

Figure 1. Experimental design.

Participants

Twenty previously untrained young men volunteered for the study. Two subjects dropped out during the study because they underestimated the time required to participate. Descriptive characteristics of the participants are presented in Table I. An a priori power analysis was conducted (G*Power v. 3.0.1) for an F test (repeated measures, within factors for two time points).

On the basis of a statistical power (1 – β) of 0.90, a small effect size (0.5), and an overall level of significance of 0.05, least 14 subjects were required for this study. Eligibility criteria consisted of following: (1) to be between 18 and 30 years of age, (2) not to be vegetarian (3) not to be smokers or alcoholics, (4) to have not ingested any ergogenic supplement or anabolic steroids 6 months prior to the start of study, (5) to have not ingested any medication that could affect muscle growth or the ability to train intensely during the study, (6) have no experience with strength training program prior to the start of study, (7) to have a detailed description of their lifestyle and daily food intake, and (8) to have medical approval for the practice of physical exercise. All subjects were carefully informed of the purpose, procedures, benefits, risks and discomfort of the investigation and signed an informed consent document approved by the Institutional Review Board of the North University of Paraná (protocol no: 846.393). This study meets the ethical standards of research with human subject, and all procedures were performed according to the principles outlined in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki.

| Table 1. Physical characteristics of the subjects (N = 18). |
|----------------|----------------|-----------------|----------------|
| Age (y)        | Body mass (kg) | Height (cm)     | BMI (kg/m2)    |
| 24.6 ± 4.1     | 78.0 ± 12.4    | 177.7 ± 8.2     | 24.5 ± 3.4     |
|                | Values are mean ± SD. |
|                | BMI: body mass index |

Familiarization

All subjects completed a 2-week orientation program (6 non-consecutive sessions) before M1 for familiarization with the knee extension exercise and 1RM tests to minimize any potential learning effects and establish the reliability of the testing protocols. The sessions consisted of repeated performance of knee extension exercise (3 sets of 8–12 repetitions) (days 1, 2, and 3), and tests of 1RM (days 4, 5, and 6). Maximal effort in each test was requested during the sessions to reduce any learning effects and to make the data consistent. The intraclass correlation coefficient was > 0.97 for 1RM tests, indicating the elimination of the learning curve for the subjects. All familiarization sessions and physical tests were performed at the same location, between 7 and 9 pm.

Nutrient intake

Each participant completed a 3-day dietary intake record (including 1 weekend day) before (M1) and after (M2) the 6-wk RT program. Standard portions were used to assess the amount of food consumed, and then the macronutrient amounts were calculated using software for nutritional assessment (Avanutri, version 3.1.4, Rio de Janeiro-RJ, Brazil). The participants were instructed to maintain their habitual daily diet throughout study and the water intake was ad libitum.
Training protocol

Participants underwent a 6-wk RT program (2 days•wk⁻¹; 1 or 3 sets of 8–12 repetitions at 80% of 1RM) designed to promote increase in muscle strength. The training program focused on quadriceps muscle using a commercial knee extension machine (Nakagym equipment, São Paulo, Brazil), in which both legs of the same individual were trained with 1 or 3 sets, alternating the leg that started the training at each session. A 2-minute rest was taken between the 2 protocols and between the sets (3SET condition). The velocity/cadence of muscle action was 30 repetitions per minute (1 s concentric: 1 s eccentric), which was controlled with a metronome. Each training session began with general (stretching and moderate walking on treadmill for 10 min) and specific (1 set of 12 repetitions with a self-selected load) warm-up exercises for quadriceps muscle. Qualified personnel (with more than 5 years of practical in resistance exercise) supervised individually each participant during every workout. The training load was adjusted every 15 days according to a 1RM test. At the end of each session, stretching exercise was performed just to relax the exercised muscle. The total time of one training session for each participant was approximately 30 min. The sessions were performed between 7 and 9 pm.

Maximum isoinertial strength

Maximal isoinertial strength was assessed using a 1RM standard testing protocol as previously documented elsewhere. 1RM tests were carried out on both legs on the same day, with a 5-min rest between measuring the 2 legs. The 1RM test was preceded by a set of warm-up exercise (5–10 repetitions) at approximately 50% of the load to be used in the first attempt of the 1RM test. After 2 min of rest, the 1RM attempts were performed with a progressively increasing load for each attempt and were separated by 3- to 5-min rest intervals. The subjects were permitted 3–4 attempts to determine the 1RM value. 1RM was defined as the greatest load lifted through a full range of motion before 2 failed attempts at a given load. Verbal encouragement was provided during all 1RM attempts. The exercise execution technique was standardized and continuously monitored in an attempt to assure the quality of the data. Test-retest reliability of the strength measures was determined on 8 subjects, 2 weeks apart. The coefficient of variation (CV) was 2.6 % for 1RM measures.

Isokinetic peak torque

Unilateral knee extension torque peak was assessed before (M1) and after (M2) the 6-wk training program using a Biodex System 3 Isokinetic Dynamometer (Biodex, Inc., Shirley, NY). Isokinetic strength tests were carried out on both legs on the same day, with a 5-min rest between measuring the 2 legs. The subjects had not been engaged in any strenuous activity 2 days prior to the test. The test protocol consisted of 3 sets of 8 repetitions at 60°/s, with 1-min rest between sets, and a range of motion at the knee joint was 90°–10° of knee flexion (0° = full knee extension). Prior to the isokinetic test, the subjects performed a specific warm-up that consisted of 8 submaximal repetitions at 60°/s, during which the subjects were advised to avoid using maximal effort. The subjects were set up on the dynamometer in a comfortable, upright, seated position. Straps with Velcro were used to stabilize the thigh, pelvis, and trunk to prevent extraneous body movement. The axis of the dynamometer was aligned with the axis of the rotation of the right knee joint, according to the body dimensions of each subject. The subjects’ arms were placed across their chest with their hands grasping the straps. These settings were identical in each subject. Qualified personnel individually supervised each participant during every test. The subjects were given verbal encouragement in an attempt to achieve maximal effort in each set, and they were instructed to exhale during the contractions. Calibration of the Biodex dynamometer was performed according to the specifications of the manufacturer before each test. The validity coefficient of this equipment is 0.9917, and the test–retest reliability for measuring the peak torque during knee extension is high (ICC: 0.98) in young subjects.

Statistical analyses

Data are expressed as means ± SD. The normality and homogeneity for outcome measures were tested using the Shapiro–Wilk’s and Levene’s tests, respectively. Nutritional intake at pre- and post-training was compared using a paired t-test. Two way (group x time) ANOVA with repeated measures was used to evaluate the data of the 1RM and peak torque. All analyses were done on the raw data. When significant differences were confirmed with ANOVA, multiple comparisons testing were performed using Bonferroni post hoc analysis to identify these differences. The significance level was set at P ≤ 0.05. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS statistical analysis software (SPSS version 20.0; Chicago, IL, USA). The effect size (ES) was calculated according to the following equation: ES=Posttest mean-Pretest mean/Pretest SD, considering an ES < 0.5 as trivial, 0.50-1.25 as small, 1.25-1.9 as moderate and ≥ 2.0 as large.

Results

Participant characteristics and training volume

The physical characteristics and macronutrients intake of the participants are presented in Table I and II, respectively. There were no significant (P > 0.05) differences in the daily dietary intakes from pre- to post-training (Table II), and the participants had adequate intakes of carbohydrates (CHO), proteins and lipids, according to the recommendations proposed by American College of Sports Medicine. The training volume (kg) was ~32% greater in 3SET compared to 1SET.
condition during the training program.

Table 2. Dietary analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbohydrate, g/kg/d</td>
<td>3.7 ± 1.4</td>
<td>3.5 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein, g/kg/d</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.9</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat, g/kg/d</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.6</td>
<td>1.4 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are mean ± SD. There were no differences among pre- and post-training.

Maximal isoinertial strength

The 1RM data are shown in Figure 2. There was no group-by-time interaction or main effect for group. A significant ($P < 0.05$) main effect for time demonstrated similar improvement in the 1RM strength for both conditions (1SET: +14.8% vs. 3SET: +16.3%, $P > 0.05$) from pre- to post-training. According to the scale proposed by Rhea18, the ES for the change in 1RM was moderate for both conditions (1SET: 1.39 vs. 3SET: 1.41).

Figure 2. Maximal isoinertial strength (1RM) along the 6-wk resistance training program.
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Isokinetic peak torque

The isokinetic peak torque data are shown in Figure 3. There was no group-by-time interaction or main effect for group. A significant ($P < 0.05$) main effect for time demonstrated similar improvement in the peak torque for both conditions (1SET: +8.1% vs. 3SET: +9.3%, $P > 0.05$) from pre- to post-training. According to the scale proposed by Rhea18, the ES for the change in peak torque was trivial (0.47) for 1SET and small (0.55) for 3SET.

Figure 3. Isokinetic peak torque before and after the 6-wk resistance training program.

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of training volume (1 vs. 3 sets) on lower-body muscle strength in previously untrained young men. We used a contralateral control design (crossover-like) to investigate the effects of training volume on lower-body muscle strength. With this experimental approach both legs of the same individual were randomly assigned to train with 1 or 3 sets, eliminating any inter-subject variability (e.g., genetic, food intake, motivation, training level, and life style) that could influence the results. Moreover, we evaluated the macronutrients intake before and after the 6-wk intervention period to control any influence of diet on muscle strength gains. Expectedly, the participants had a sufficient CHO (> 1.2 g/kg/d) and proteins (> 3 g/kg/d) intake according to the recommendations proposed by American College of Sports Medicine19, indicating that any effect of training was not influenced by macronutrient intake.

With these variables controlled, our results indicated that 1 set is as effective as 3 sets to promote increases on 1RM (1SET: +14.8% vs. 3SET: +16.3%, $P > 0.05$) and peak torque (1SET: +8.1% vs. 3SET: +9.3%, $P > 0.05$), despite of a small superiority of the 3 sets in the ES. Previous studies have shown different strength gains in lower- and upper-body muscles in response to training volume3,5,9,10, indicating that a non-dissimilar analysis of limbs may complicate the understanding of this variable. Therefore, to avoid these confounding factors we conducted a comparative analysis only with training volume-studies that included lower-body muscles data.

The similar increase in 1RM strength between 1 and 3 set observed in our study is consistent with previous studies that investigate the effect of training volume in trained and...
untrained subjects\textsuperscript{6,9,12-14}. For example, Hass, Garzarella, de Hoyos, Pollock\textsuperscript{6} showed a similar increase in leg extension 1RM for 1 (+13.6\%) and 3 sets (+12.8\%) after a 13-wk RT program (8-12 repetitions to volitional fatigue at 75\% of 1RM) in previously trained subjects. Mitchell et al.\textsuperscript{12} also showed similar knee extension 1RM gains for 1 and 3 sets (~25\%) after a 10-wk RT program (repetitions to voluntary failure at 80\% of 1RM) in previously untrained subjects. Similar results have also been shown in elderly subjects after 6 weeks of RT (knee extension 1RM gains, 1 set: +16.1\% vs. 3 sets: +21.7\%, \( P > 0.05 \))\textsuperscript{13}. Our findings, together with these above-mentioned studies\textsuperscript{6,12,13} show that 1 set is as effective as 3 sets to promote increased maximal dynamic strength in lower-body muscles during short- and long-term RT period (range: 6 – 13 weeks) in young and elderly subjects. Therefore, it seems plausible that a threshold for sets in untrained individuals can be achieved with 1 set, making the higher volume (i.e., 3 sets) irrelevant in terms of muscular strength gains.

In contrast to our results, previous studies have reported greater 1RM gains with high-volume training (3 sets) than low-volume (1 set) in young and elderly subjects\textsuperscript{3,5,10,11}. A possible explanation for discrepancy with the aforementioned studies may be the training intensity. The short- and long-term studies\textsuperscript{5,6,10} that reported superior effects for 3 sets in young subjects used a higher training intensity (load for 7RM in each set that which corresponds to an intensity >80\% of 1RM, and 3 exercises for quadriceps muscle) compared to our study and others\textsuperscript{6,12} that used a load range between 8-12RM (75-80\% of 1RM, and 1-2 exercises for quadriceps muscle). Curiously, similar responses have been observed in elderly subjects: additional effects on knee extension 1RM gains was reported when a higher training volume (3 sets) was associated with moderate (10-15RM)\textsuperscript{11}, but not low- (15-20RM)\textsuperscript{13} or predominantly low-intensity (80\% of training period with 15-20RM)\textsuperscript{20}. Thus, it is possible that 3 sets are more effective than 1 set for increased lower-body muscles 1RM strength when higher intensity are used in young (e.g., > 80\% of 1RM) and elderly (e.g., > 70\% of 1RM) subjects. Opposite to intensity, training volume does not seem to explain the difference in strength gains during the early phases of training (up to 6 weeks), because even with a lower training volume (~ 2500 kg) compared to our study (~2700kg) and others\textsuperscript{5,10}, Rønestad, Egeland, Kvaamme, Refsnes, Kadi, Raastad\textsuperscript{5} showed that 3 sets (+16\%) were superior to 1 set (+8\%) to promote increase in peak torque in the knee extensions muscles after a 11-wk RT program in young men. These differences in the results among studies may be due to intensity, frequency and/or duration of training program. Rønestad Egeland, Kvaamme, Refsnes, Kadi, Raastad\textsuperscript{5} used three exercises for quadriceps muscle (i.e., leg press, knee extension, and leg curl) in a frequency of 3 times/week for 11 weeks, and our study used only one exercise (i.e., knee extension) in a frequency of 2 times/week for 6 weeks. Moreover, when a training protocol similar to study our (1 vs. 3 sets for one exercise, 2 times/week) was used over a longer training period (12 weeks)\textsuperscript{9}, it was showed that the only 3 sets protocol promoted significant peak torque gains (3 sets: +10.9\%, \( P < 0.05 \), and 1 set: +5.1\%, \( P > 0.05 \)) in knee extensors muscles. Therefore, it seems that training duration and/or exercises number may to be important to reveal significant differences in dynamic isokinetic strength gains between 3 and 1 set in untrained young subjects.

Naturally a few limitations from this study must be considered: We used a contralateral control design (crossover-like) to eliminate any confounding factors associated with inter-subject variability (e.g., genetic, food intake, motivation, training level, and life style). However, we cannot ignore the
possibility that some strength from the leg 3 sets was transferred to the leg 1 set due to a cross-educational effect\(^2\), which could reduce differences in strength gains between the 2 protocols. Another limitation was that we used only 3 sets (vs. 1 set) to investigate the effects of training volume on strength gains. Our results cannot confirm whether a higher training volume (i.e., \(\geq 4\) sets) could be superior to 1 set to promote additional gains on muscle strength. Finally, we used only 1 leg exercise during the RT program, in which it may underestimate the amount of exercise (e.g., \(\geq 2\) exercises) regularly used in practical routine of novice and intermediate practitioners. Our results cannot confirm whether 1 set is as effective as 3 sets when a larger number of exercises are incorporated into the training routine. Further studies are required to address these issues.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, the results of the present study demonstrate that 1 set is as effective as 3 sets to increase the lower-body muscle strength during the first 6 weeks of isoinertial strength training in previously untrained young men. In addition, our data show that increase in muscular strength during isoinertial strength training may be underestimated in dynamic isokinetic strength test, compared to 1RM test. This result may be attributed to the specificity of training and suggest that 1RM test seems to be more suitable to strength evaluate when an isoinertial strength training program is applied.
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